NIGHTHAWK ROTTWEILERS
DAVIANN L. MITCHELL
16747 Radclay Street
Canyon Country, CA. 91351-3945
(661) 250-7514
e-mail: daviannb@aol.com

August 19, 2004
Dear Bitch Owner,
Thank you for your inquiry on Group Winning, Multi -V-1, Multi-BISS Am/Can
Ch Von Boylan Antonio Banderas B, SchH 3, AD, BST, TT, CGC, HIC, ARC Gold
Producer, CRC Gold Achievement Award, MRC Hall of Fame, and USRC Gold Merit
Award a.k.a. “Tony”. I hope you find this letter informative and answer all your
questions about Tony. This letter should tell you all you would want to know about Tony
and then some.
I purchased Tony in January 1999 and he has been with me since that time. Tony
had previously lived in Canada since he was a puppy and he was co-owned by Nicola
Lundregan and Perry Payson, his breeder. Due to personal reasons, Nicola had to place
Tony. Fortunately, Nicola entrusted him to me.
To tell you something about Tony, he is out of Multi V-1 ARV Sieger, South East
Regional Sieger Ch Cassius Lad B, SchH 3, AD, BST, CGC and Select Ch Fine’s Ciara
von Covenant CD. Tony is an OFA Good, RO-55812G34M, and CERF RO-3622/200162; however, he has Grade 1 elbow dysplasia in his left elbow, right elbow is normal. I
recertified Tony’s hips once I got him in an effort to obtain an excellent, but they still
came back Good. I did them recently before his 7th birthday, and again we received a
Good with two goods and one excellent. I will include in Tony’s stud package, Tony’s
brucellosis, Von Wildebrand’s, DNA and Thyroid tests, as well as his heart certification.
He is normal for them all.
The weekend of December 11-12, 1999, Tony earned his B and BST with
excellent ratings and an excellent critique. After retiring from the show ring in 2001,
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Tony went back to Andreas Mueller to obtain his Schutzhund titles. In October 2001,
Tony went to Southern Idaho to compete for his SchH 1 and AD and obtained them
both, his SchH 1 score of 265p with a 95 in protection under a German Shep Judge from
Germany. In December at the 2001 Southwest USRC Regional SchH Championships,
Tony obtained his SchH 2 and was not only 2001 SW Regional SchH 2 Champion, he
was High in Trial. In April 2002, Tony obtained his SchH 3 with a score of 277p (93-9193); again he was High in Trial and also under a German Shep Judge from Europe. With
these scores and his prior achievements, Tony has his USRC Gold Merit Award, CRC
Gold Achievement Award and his MRC Hall of Fame Award. Most notably, Tony was
2002 #6 Schutzhund 3 Overall (all clubs, including USRC, USA, DVG, ect) and 2002
Top Ten SchH 3 Protection AND 2002 Top Ten SchH 3 Obedience. Tony is now
home playing and enjoying being home for retirement.
At the time I purchased Tony, he had been shown in Canada a few times in order
to obtain his Canadian Championship that included a Best Puppy in Group at eight (8)
months old. Prior to Tony moving back to the United States, he was shown only once in
the United States a the 1997 American Rottweiler Club National Specialty where he won
the Bred By Exhibitor Class and won second place in the 12-15 month sweepstakes class
at the ripe age of 14 months old. Since that time, Tony had not been shown until
February 1999.
In February 1999, I took Tony to the Mile High Rottweiler Club Independent
Specialty in Colorado on Feb. 14, 1999. At his second show in United States, he won
Best in Specialty Show from the classes over 140 entries, including 20 specials several of
which were ranked in the top ten. This was quite a win for Tony and more exciting for
me. On Sunday, Tony again won Winner’s Dog and Best of Winners for another five (5)
point major. One weekend out and 10 points, including Best in Specialty Show. Tony
won 3rd at the Nationals that year in Open. Tony won back to back Best of Breeds at
Burbank Kennel Club June 12-13, 1999, won Best of Winners in Gridley, Ca. June 19,
1999, and finished with Best of Winners at Beverly Hills KC June 27, 1999. Tony
finished in 15 shows start to finish, including a Best in Specialty Show win and two other
Best of Breeds from the classes.
In addition, I took Tony to the World Shows in Mexico City and he won V-3
from the Champion Class of 35 entries at the World Sieger Show on June 6, 1999. I also
took Tony to Canada and showed him in seven (7) shows, with an entry of 10 specials he won BOB 4 times and BOS 1 time out of 7 shows. Tony also got his Temperament
Test while he was in Canada. Tony has his Canine Good Citizen certificate as well.
In April 2000, Tony won Best in Specialty Show again, but this time it was at the
Golden State Rottweiler Club Independent Specialty under Bill Whaling. There were
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approximately 125 entries and 20 specials. Cheryl Cates handled him to this win and it
was quite exciting for me to see and share.
For the year 2000, Tony is was specialed and finished the year end #7 in Pedigree
Breed System and #10 in the Canine Chronicle All Breed System, and he missed the last
nine shows of the year. Our goal for 2000 was to finish in the Top Ten without
sacrificing the dog or his mental health, and we were able to achieve this goal. In 2001,
Tony received a V-1 rating from the Champion Class at the 2001 USRC Southwest
Regional Sieger Show. In addition, Tony also received a V-1 rating at the 2001 USRC
National Sieger show as well. Unfortunately, Tony broke off a tooth in a dogfight and is
now officially retired from the USRC Shows and will only show occasionally at specialties
in Veterans.
Tony was #1 Stud Dog at the 2003 American Rottweiler Club National Specialty.
Tony was also Best in Veteran Sweepstakes at ’04 ARC National, ’03 Mile High
Rottweiler Club Specialty, ’03 Golden State Rottweiler Club Specialty. Tony also won 1st
in Vet Dogs at the ’03 ARC Regional here in California under breeder judge Karen
Riddle.
Tony comes from a litter of seven puppies, five of which are finished (See 2nd
quarter TRQ). They were born March 9, 1996, a litter of seven with no disqualifying
faults. Tony was born with a slight overbite, but it corrected quickly. Two puppies had a
few white hairs, but they went away right away. The Von Forstwald line will carry white,
but not a problem in this litter. Perry said that some of the coats were heavy in the litter,
and Tony has a rough coat on his neck.
In Tony’s litter, not only has he done well, so had his littermates. Ch Von
Boylan’s Areva, OFA Good, won Winners Bitch at Trenton KC at 13 months of age and
1st Bred By Exhibitor at Medallion Rottweiler Club; CH Von Boylan’s Adda, mildly
dysplastic, won Winners Bitch at Colonial Rottweiler Club at 13 months old and Winners
Bitch at Bucks that same weekend. BISS /BIS Select CH Antrieb von Boylan B, SchH 1,
BST, CD, HX, HXA, CGC, STD, OFA Excellent, has also done well in the show ring, all
points but his 2nd major were owner handled. Tobi was also the ARC Top Twenty cowinner for 2001. Another littermate, CH Von Boylans Ambush, OFA Good, just
finished his Championship in just four weekends of showing. So far, five puppies from
Tony’s litter have finished with two of them winning at specialties and one winning BOB
at a supported entry. A sixth pup just got back his OFA and he is OFA Excellent and
OFA clear elbows. Only 1 in the litter has not been x-rayed thus far and he broke his leg
as a young dog, so he never got shown.
Tony’s sire is V-1 ARV Ch Cassius Lad SchH 3 (“Eric”), OFA Good. Eric has
won in both AKC and USRC and ARV. Eric was Winners Dog at the 1996 American
Rottweiler Club National Specialty. He was also the ‘97ARV National Club Sieger and
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Most Beautiful Male in Show and ‘97 ARV/North American Ch VA-1, as well as USRC
South East Regional Sieger. Eric is an English import and his background is Eng Ch
Ausscot Hasso von Marchenwald and Eng Ch Panevors Proud Kinsman and Kamille
(littermates). Eric has produced very well in the United States, producing Champions,
Schutzhund titled get and USRC winners. The pedigree appears to be prepotent in
topline, angulation, substance and type. Eric also has great working temperament; he was
the ‘96 ARV National Schutzhund 3 Champion. Unfortunately, Eric passed away early
2003 due to prior neck injuries from working in Schutzhund.
Tony’s dam, Select Ch Fine’s Ciara von Covenant CD (CiCi), OFA Good and
OFA elbows and CERF, is the product of a strong line breeding on Igor vom
Kastanienbaum SchH 3, FH. CiCi has won Select at the American Rottweiler Club
National Specialty as well as Winners Bitch/Best of Winners at the 1994 American
Rottweiler Club National Specialty and Best of Opposite Sex at the 1997 Golden State
Rottweiler Club Independent Specialty. CiCi was Top Producing Bitch for 1999 with 5
Champions to finish. CiCi comes from a strong show background; CiCi’s sire is BIS/BISS
V-1 Select Ch Tobant’s Grant who has won Select at Colonial Rott Club Specialty,
Medallion Rott Club Specialty and Best In Specialty Show at an American Rottweiler
Club Regional Specialty. Grant is also an American Rottweiler Club Gold Sire. Grant is
out of one of the breed’s all time top producers, BIS/BISS Ch Nelson v h Brabantpark
who was an American Rottweiler Club Gold Sire who ranked #1 in conformation during
1989 and 1990. In addition, CiCi’s grandfather on her dam’s side is Brando vom
Dattelner Hof SchH 3, IPO 3 who is also a American Rottweiler Club Gold Sire. CiCi’s
dam’s side also goes back to BIS/BISS Ch Rodsden’s Tristan von Forstwald CD, TD and
is also an American Rottweiler Club Bronze Sire.
Tony carries with him extreme type and substance and bone. He has a very dark
eye and a beautiful head with excellent ear set and size. Tony’s shoulder and rear
assembly are without fault. He has excellent upper arm and layback, something our breed
seriously lacking. His rear is strong and powerful with great drive and he has excellent
reach in his front. His topline and neck are outstanding. On the negative side, Tony
does break slightly at the pastern and should not be used on bitches with weak pasterns.
Tony has a heavier coat around his neck and this should be considered when breeding to
him as well. Tony has a beautiful masculine head and should not be bred to wet or heavy
headed bitches otherwise their heads may be too much.
You may ask yourself why I am telling you Tony’s faults, but as his owner I feel
that you should be aware of his faults and that way, you can make an educated decision as
to whether he is the best dog for your bitch. I expect that you would be equally as honest
about your bitch. I will only be breeding Tony selectively with the intent on improving
the breed and not in pursuit of producing as many litters as possible. I feel that Tony has
a tremendous opportunity to improve the breed when bred to the right bitches, but do
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not want to breed him to mediocre bitches in an effort to produce one great pup in a litter
of pets. For me, consistency is more important than producing the one big winner.
I like to outline Tony’s litters for those who inquire, so I will include all of his
litters and recommend that you view Tony’s page, as well as his offspring’s page on my
website at www.NighthawkRottweilers.com which will give you a summary of his
achievements as well as his kids achievements. There are pictures of many of his kids on
his offspring page so you can see for yourself what he produces.
Tony was bred to Ch Sweet Shelby von Rottwood (made top ten a few months in
‘98) and in March 1999 she whelped 8 pups, 5 females and 3 males, and they ended up
with 3 females and 2 males. There was no white and no disqualifying faults. There was
one overbite, which has since corrected. Strong points are short backs with lots of bone
and substance, excellent heads with dark eyes. Strong rears and he doesn’t seem to have
passed on his pasterns to the pups. Four went to show homes. Thus far, two have
finished, a third is pointed and two have obedience titles and two specialty winners. All
passed hips Good or Excellent and three passed elbows.
Tony was bred to Ch Baar’s Backgammon v Evrmor CDX, B, HT, TT, CGC,
RTD (WB at Mile High Rott Specialty Winter ‘98 and Reserve Winners at ‘98 American
Rottweiler Club National) and she didn’t take the first time. This was Gammon’s first
breeding and she was close to 4 years old. We tried again and she whelped 10 pups, 9
surviving with 5 females and 4 males. The litter again was very consistent with no
disqualifying faults, however, as an adult, the one pet tore her cruciate and one
Champion partially tore one cruciate. They are doing great and this litter made Gammon
the Top Producer for 2001 with 9 out of 10 puppies finishing their championship,
finishing 6 Champions by the time they were 25 months old, not to mention their success
at Specialties. The whole litter passed hips with Good or Excellent, and most passed
elbows.
In September 1999, Tony sired a litter out of Multi BOB winner and V-3 CH
Ebony Ranch Best Bet (“Reno”). Unfortunately, Reno only whelped four pups and only
one lived. She is out of CH KarHar’s Gunston von Harley. That puppy bitch has no
disqualifying faults, however, she was a bit east west and her croup could have been
better so she is placed in a reevaluation home. One pup died at 9 days old and they don’t
know why (didn’t do autopsy). Due to a medical problem with the bitch, she was spayed.
No information to date as to OFA status.
Tony was bred to Ch Baar’s Blackfoot Brio v Evrmor. In August, 2000, Brio
whelped 9 pups, 7 males and 2 females, all good bites, but unfortunately one has a missing
tooth. Brio is a full sister to Gammon. Almost all of them have gone to show/working
homes and the litter has also produced specialty winners as well. So far with those done,
this litter has done fine on hips (1 excellent, 4 goods and 1 fair out of 7), but
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unfortunately, the elbows have not had good success, nearly all of them had Grade 1, but
two had worse. In this litter, one male was diagnosed with osteosarcoma, and
unfortunately passed away Christmas 2003. One other has had a mass removed from her
hock, it is not osteosarcoma, and has had a full recovery with no further indications of
any problems.
The litter with Gammon was repeated and on September 15, 2000, she whelped 9
pups, 5 males and 4 females. No disqualifying faults. So far, three out of five x-rayed are
good or excellent, and two have not passed hips, and two passed elbows and the others
are Grade 1. So far, this litter too has produced several specialty winners and obedience
titled pups. To date, several have finished and a few others are pointed. One pup in this
litter has been diagnosed with epilepsy and has only had two seizures and seems to be
under control with medication. The owner is a vet and after extensive testing feels that
the problem in congenital, not hereditary.
On December 15, 2000, Tony sired a litter out of CH Black Onyx Tic Tac, owned
by Brian and Janna Beard. Ticky whelped 8 pups, 4 males and 4 females. All is well and
several of them have gone to show homes. One pup had an overbite and they lost him,
he was quite small from birth and couldn’t hang on. He was diagnosed with Encephalitis.
This litter has too produced specialty winners. So far, all but one who have been x-rayed
have passed hips and all have passed elbows. Several others were prelim’d and they
looked great, both hips and elbows, and we are trying to get all of them x-rayed.
On March 28, 2001, Tony sired a litter out of Frau Gramann Sephia Autohaus,
owned by Debbie Saavedra, and she whelped 4 pups, 3 males and 1 female. There were
no disqualifying faults and almost all of them have gone to show homes. Unfortunately, I
believe the female has a missing tooth. Two have been shown and have consistently
placed or won their classes at Specialties. One of the boys has taken BOB from the
classes. Two have been x-rayed, one excellent and two clean elbows, and one didn’t pass
hips. He was borderline and will be resubmitted this year, and the others have not been
done.
In April 2001, Tony sired a litter out of Ch. Paragon’s Earth Angel who finished
her Championship all owner handled and finished at the Emerald Valley Rottweiler Club
Specialty, and she unfortunately only had one male pup. The breeder kept this boy as a
show and obedience prospect. He is pointed in AKC and has won his classes at
specialties, but seems to have a noise sensitivity that the breeder is trying to work with
and therefore, is only being shown selectively and actively working on his obedience.
This dog has never been x-rayed. The ultrasounds showed at least 4 and they had to do a
C-Section and there was evidence she reabsorbed the pups. Unfortunately she lost the
litter due to reabsorption and she has now been spayed.
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On July 11, 2001, my bitch, 2001 USRC NW Regional Siegerin Multi V-1
Nighthawk’s Obsession B, SchH 3, BST whelped 5 pups, 3 females and 2 males. Thus
far, one is finished is the US, one is finished in Canada and another is pointed, and three
have consistently won or placed at Specialties. One is actively training in Schutzhund
and we hope to have more conformation/obedience/Schutzhund titles. Unfortunately,
the male who went to Canada had a severe reaction to his last immunizations and
developed seizures and ultimately had to be put down. All four have been x-rayed, so far
2 excellent, 1 Good and 1 fair and all four passed elbows. Unfortunately, one puppy from
this litter has a cataract in one eye and has since been spayed.
On April 5, 2002, Tony sired a litter out of Multi V - CH San-dov’s Foxie Lady
AD, CGC, RTD, Specialty winning bitch. Demi whelped 4 males and 4 females, but
unfortunately, one of the females was dead when she was born. So far they all look good,
one male had a little bit of white on his chest, but it went away very quickly. A bitch out
of this litter may have made Rottie history, she was BISS at the ’02 Seminole Rottweiler
Club Specialty at 10 months old over entry of 86 and 12 specials, including #1 dog and
#1 bitch in country. Bea has had numerous specialty wins including, ’03 National
Specialty Winner’s Bitch over 150 entries at 12 months old! And was Best Female in
Show and Youth Siegerin at the ’03 ARV National Specialty. This litter has done very
well at Specialties and we have great hopes for them. Four have been prelim’d and all
have great hips and two have clean elbows and two look like they will not pass elbows on
prelim. So far only one has been x-rayed and he is OFA Good and didn’t pass his elbows,
I think he is a Grade 1.
On April 12, 2002, Tony sired a litter out of V-1 Can Ch Ikon’s Hale Bopp TT.
There was only a single female and she was delivered by C-Section. Comet, the mother,
herself was a singleton pup and the vet thinks it might be hereditary. So far, Lu has
placed at the specialties she has been show in and has done well in conformation as well
as Schutzhund puppy training. Lu’s bite is really tight and I do not expect that it will
hold.
On April 26, 2002, Tony sired a litter out of V- Can Ch Salem v Eschenhagen, 9
AKC Points. Salem whelped 5 females and 4 males. Three were born stillborn. Four
days later, 5 of the remaining 6 puppies died. The vet said the puppies contracted some
kind of virus. They appeared normal otherwise. At this point, the remaining bitch went
under, and was placed in a pet home.
On September 14, 2002, Tony sired a litter out of Multi BOB winner UCI Int’l/
Am CH Paul-Michael’s Pegasus Nike HIT, Specialty Winning bitch. Nike whelped 5
females and 5 males with 4 females and 3 males surviving. One puppy had a cleft palate,
and the others had good bites. Several went into show homes and should be out this
spring. So far, three pups from this breeding have placed or won their classes at the
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American Rott Club Nationals, Mile High Rott Club, as well as at Golden State Rott
Club Specialty.
On September 23, 2002, Tony sired a litter out of V Thunder Ranch’s Idgie
Indigo HIAs, HTD2s, HRD2s, OTDs, STDc, RTDs, CGC, and AKC major pointed.
Idgie whelped 5 females and 4 males. Six of them are in active show homes and will be
out there this spring. There was no white and no disqualifying faults. So far, three from
this litter have either won their class or placed at the ’03 American Rott Club National
Specialty, ’03 Mile High Rott Club Specialty as well as ’03 Golden Rott Club Specialty.
Prelims on four pups have been done and all four looked clean for hips and elbows.
On October 24, 2002, Tony sired a litter out of Multi V-1 Sandov’s Felony von
Vala. Felony whelped 2 females and 1 male and the male had an overbite. The females
are in show homes. Unfortunately, Felony’s last litter was small as well.
On October 30, 2002, Tony sired a litter out of ’00 ARV Canadian National
Siegerin, ’02 ARV Southwest Regional Siegerin, Multi V- 1, UCI Int’l CH Konnenstoltz
Electra B, AD, ZtP. Electra whelped 2 females and 3 males. One pup had an overbite,
which has now corrected fully. They will be out this spring. So far, at their puppy debut,
two girls were shown at the ‘03 ARV National, and placed VP-1 and VP-2, and the boy
was 2nd. Gyro, one of the girls, was Best Female Puppy at the Wine Country USRC
Show from 6-9 class.
On December 3, 2002, Tony sired a litter out of CH Von Driver’s No Speed
Limit, a specialty and breed-winning bitch. She whelped 3 females and 3 males and all
pups are doing well. One has an overbite which they hope will correct and several went
to show homes. At a mere 6 months old, one of the girls won BOS from the classes and is
now pointed. One male from this litter finished at 12 months old at a Supported entry
and has Group Placements, Award of Merits and Best in Sweepstakes wins under his belt.
On March 1, 2003, Tony sired a litter out of Nighthawk’s Quite Indecent who is
AKC pointed. She whelped 4 females and 4 males and all are doing well. No white and
all pups are strong and vigorous and all have good bites. Several of these pups are in
show homes. I co-bred this litter and co-own the pick bitch from this litter.
On March 15, 2003, Tony we repeated the litter to CH Black Onyx Tic Tac. She
whelped 4 females and 4 males and unfortunately lost several pups due to unknown
causes (no autopsy was done), and they ended up with 1 male and 2 females. So far, no
white, one slight overbite and one missing tooth. One of the girls had an overbite and it
is now fully corrected. The male from this litter has consistently placed at the Specialties.
On June 28, 2003, Tony sired a litter again out of Multi V- CH San-dov’s Foxie
Lady AD, CGC, RTD, Specialty winning bitch. This time, Demi whelped 6 males and 4
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females, but unfortunately, they ended up with 4 males and 2 bitches. Appear no
disqualifying faults at this time and almost all of them went into show homes. My pup
was Best Puppy at the ’03 USRC Southwest Regionals first show, won Best of Winners at
a Specialty at 9 months old and has several Best in Sweepstakes wins. A male from the
litter is major pointed at 9 months old a specialty weekend.
On August 18, 2003, Tony sired a litter out of Multi V-1 Kiralyhegyi Indi B, IPO
1. Unfortunately Indy has problems with litter size (her last litter was only 2 out of
another male), and she only had a singleton. This male puppy was outstanding, one of
the best I have seen out of Tony at this age, and he was tragically killed in an accident
when he was 9 weeks old. This litter will be repeated as soon as she comes back into
heat.
On September 21, 2003, Tony again sired a litter out of V Thunder Ranch’s Idgie
Indigo HIAs, HTD2s, HRD2s, OTDs, STDc, RTDs, CGC, and AKC major pointed.
Idgie whelped 3 females and 2 males. There is no white and two puppies had overbites
and one is almost correct and the other one we don’t know yet.
On February 8, 2004, Major pointed Summerfield’s Ringside Gossip NA, NAJ,
HT, PT, JHD, whelped 3 male puppies from Tony. The breeder kept one and two of the
males have overbites and we are hoping they will correct. They are young, so we have
hopes they will correct.
On February 15, 2004, Tony sired a litter out of Multi BIS, Multi BISS, Am/Can
CH Loral’s Dynasty CGC, RTD, #1 Bitch and ARC #1 2003. She had 5 girls and 2
boys. Unfortunately, Dyna needed an emergency C-section and they lost three girls and
ended up with 2 girls and 2 boys. The breeders kept two and the other two are co-owned
in show homes, all good bites and no white.
On March 2, 2004, Multi Group Placing CH Roslar’s Glam R Us Life v Quickfire,
2002 ARC Top Ten Bitch, whelped four girls. Unfortunately, one died and all three girls
are now placed. No disqualifying faults, no white and the breeder kept one. We will be
repeating this litter as soon as Vixxen comes back in season.
On April 9, 2004, BISS ’03 ARC National Specialty Select 1, Group Winning,
CH Blackrock’s Gem Imagery, 2003 ARC Top Ten, whelped 4 girls and 2 boys. They lost
one bitch, and all five remaining pups are going into show homes. The breeders are
keeping three and I am taking one pup. There are no disqualifying faults.
On May 15, 2004, Am/Can CH Goldshields Oaklahoma, whelped 7 puppies and
ended up with 3 girls and 3 boys. So far, no disqualifying faults and all the pups look
great. Tulsa’s breeder Perry Payson and I are each taking a pup out of this litter.
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In the litters that I have seen, Tony seems to be dominant in bone and type, head,
short backs with excellent croups and excellent substance, not to mention his impeccable
temperament. While Tony has an excellent shoulders and upper arm, he doesn’t seem to
be able to over ride it if the bitch is really straight in the front. All the pasterns I have
seen are better than his. Color has been rich and pigment has been dark, but occasionally
we will come up with a light eye. His propensity for correct bites seems to be a strong
point for him. I think that he has a lot to offer bitches, but you must not double up on his
faults to increase the likelihood of a successful breeding. I am not looking to solve the
breed’s problems with this dog, just do a limited amount of breedings that produce
outstanding pups. That is the goal.
At this point, Tony’s stud fee is $2000.00 to titled bitches and $2100.00 to
untitled bitches. Tony is easy to collect so fresh cooled or frozen semen is a possibility if it
is necessary. I would prefer to do a live breeding, but am willing to ship semen. If a
collection is required or frozen semen is necessary, you would be responsible for all costs
associated with it. I currently have semen stored on him and his DNA profile on file. In
the event I take a puppy in lieu of a stud fee, that pup will be my pick at 7 weeks and will
carry the Nighthawk Kennel name.
I prefer to have the bitch’s heart certified by OFA. I am, however, requiring that
there be an OFA elbow evaluation on all bitches bred to Tony. I will breed him to
bitches with OFA clear or Grade 1 evaluations. If the bitch is an import with clear elbow
evaluation in her country of origin and is subsequently evaluated in the United States by
OFA to have elbow dysplasia, the decision to breed will be on a case-by-case basis.
Thank you for inquiring about Tony. If I can be of any further assistance, please
feel free to call or e-mail. Talk with you soon.
Daviann Mitchell
P.S. Tony came out of retirement to show at the February 2002, and only three weeks
after returning from his Schutzhund training with Andreas Mueller, Golden Gate Kennel
Club show and won Best of Breed over an entry of 40 and Group 1 owner handled with a
group entry of 475! It was really exciting.
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